Abstract. In this paper, we study the differentiability of the arithmetic volumes along arithmetic R-divisors, and give some equality conditions for the Brunn-Minkowski inequality for arithmetic volumes over the cone of nef and big arithmetic R-divisors.
Introduction
Let X be a normal projective arithmetic variety of dimension d + 1, and denote the rational function field of X by Rat(X). Following Moriwaki [17] , we consider an arithmetic R-divisor D on X (see §2 for definitions). In this paper, we suppose that all arithmetic R-divisors are R-Cartier and of C 0 -type. The arithmetic volume of D is defined as where · mD sup is the supremum norm on H 0 (X, mD) ⊗ Z R defined by the Green function of mD. In [6] , H. Chen proved that the function vol is differentiable at every big arithmetic divisor along the directions defined by arbitrary arithmetic divisors. In this paper, we generalize this result to arithmetic R-divisors: that is, we prove that, for a big arithmetic R-divisor D and for an arithmetic R-divisor E, the function R ∋ t → vol(D + tE) ∈ R is differentiable and where D ·d E is the arithmetic positive intersection number defined in §3 (Theorem 5.3). A merit of such generalization is that we can obtain the following arithmetic version of the Discant inequality, which was proved by Discant [8] in the context of convex geometry and by Boucksom-Favre-Jonsson [5] in the context of algebraic geometry.
Theorem A (Theorem 7.1). Let D and P be two big arithmetic R-divisors. If P is nef, then we have
where s = s(D, P ) := sup{t ∈ R | D − tP is pseudo-effective}.
As was pointed out in [7] , Theorem A immediately gives explicit bounds for s(D, P ) (see also [19, Problem B] ) and a Bonnesen-type inequality in the arithmetic context (Corollary 7.3). In [22] , X. Yuan proved that the arithmetic volumes fit in the Brunn-Minkowski-type inequality:
for all pseudo-effective arithmetic R-divisors D and E (the continuity property of the arithmetic volume function is due to Moriwaki [17] ). A main purpose of this paper is to obtain equality conditions for the Brunn-Minkowski inequality over the cone of nef and big arithmetic R-divisors.
Theorem B (Theorem 7.4). Let D and E be two nef and big arithmetic R-divisors.
Then the following are all equivalent. = a 1 (φ 1 ) + · · · + a l (φ l ).
To prove Theorem B, the generalized Dirichlet unit theorem of Moriwaki [15] plays an essential role (Theorem 6.4). As applications, we give some characterizations of the Zariski decompositions over high dimensional arithmetic varieties. The following were proved by Moriwaki [16] when dim X is two, and used to characterize the Zariski decompositions over arithmetic surfaces in terms of the arithmetic volumes.
Corollary C (Corollary 7.5). Let P and Q be two nef and big arithmetic R-divisors. If vol(P ) = vol(Q) and Q − P is effective, then P = Q.
Corollary D (Corollary 7.6). Let D be a big arithmetic R-divisor on X. Then there exists at most one decomposition D = P + N such that
(1) P is a nef arithmetic R-divisor, (2) N is an effective arithmetic R-divisor, and (3) vol(P ) = vol(D).
Such a decomposition, if it exists, is called a Zariski decomposition of D.
It is known that, if X is a regular projective arithmetic surface, then a Zariski decomposition of a big arithmetic R-divisor D always exists ( [17] ) and, if dim X is bigger than two, then there is no Zariski decomposition of D in general even after any blowing up of X.
This paper is organized as follows: in §2, we recall some positivity notions for arithmetic R-divisors and deduce Khovanskii-Teissier-type inequalities from the arithmetic Hodge index theorem (Theorem 2.9). In §3, we define the arithmetic positive intersection numbers for arithmetic R-divisors. In §4, we prove a limit formula expressing the arithmetic positive intersection numbers in terms of asymptotic intersection numbers of moving parts (Proposition 4.4). We can use this as an alternative definition for the arithmetic positive intersection numbers. In §5, we establish the differentiability of the arithmetic volume functions along arithmetic R-divisors (Theorem 5.3). The proof is based on the arguments due to BoucksomFavre-Jonsson [5] . As in [6] , we also apply the results to the problem of equidistribution of rational points (Corollary 5.7). In §6, we give a numerical characterization of pseudo-effective arithmetic R-divisors (Theorem 6.4), which is an arithmetic analogue of the results of Boucksom-Demailly-Paun-Peternell [4] . Finally, in §7, we prove the main results, Theorems A (Theorem 7.1) and B (Theorem 7.4) and Corollaries C (Corollary 7.5) and D (Corollary 7.6).
Arithmetic Khovanskii-Teissier inequalities
Let X be a projective arithmetic variety, that is, a reduced irreducible scheme projective and flat over Spec(Z). Throughout this paper, we always assume that X is normal. We denote the dimension of X by d + 1, and the complex analytic space associated to X C := X × Spec(Z) Spec(C) by X(C). We say that X is generically smooth if the generic fiber X Q := X × Spec(Z) Spec(Q) is smooth. A C 0 -function on X is a real-valued continuous function on X(C) that is invariant under the complex conjugation. We denote the R-vector space of all C 0 -functions on X by C 0 (X). When we consider a C ∞ -function on X(C), we always assume that X is generically smooth. Let K be either R or Q and let T be either C 0 or C ∞ . Let D be a K-divisor on X, which can be written as a sum D = a 1 D 1 + · · ·+ a l D l with a 1 , . . . , a l ∈ K and effective Cartier divisors D 1 , . . . , D l . A D-Green function of C 0 -type (resp. D-Green function of C ∞ -type) is a continuous function
under the complex conjugation and that for each p ∈ X(C) there exists an open neighborhood U ⊂ X(C) of p such that the function
extends to a C 0 -function (resp. C ∞ -function) on U , where f i denotes a local defining equation for D i on U . One can verify that this definition does not depend on the choice of the expression D = a 1 D 1 + · · · + a l D l and the local defining equations f 1 , . . . , f l . We call the pair D := (D, g D ) consisting of a K-divisor D and a D-Green function g D of T -type an arithmetic K-divisor of T -type on X. We denote the Kvector space of all arithmetic K-divisors on X of T -type by Div K (X; T ). Let x ∈ X(Q) be a rational point, let K(x) be the minimal field of definition for x, and let C x be the normalization of the arithmetic curve {x}.
then we define the height of x with respect to D as
In general, we can define h D (x) for any rational point x ∈ X(Q) and for any arithmetic R-divisor D by expressing D as a difference of two arithmetic R-divisors each of which does not contain x in its support (see [17, §5.3] for details). Let Rat(X) be the rational function field of X. Associated to
and a norm ·
is defined as the Z-module of global sections of O X (⌊D⌋)), where O X (⌊D⌋) denotes the reflexive sheaf of rank one on X associated to the round down ⌊D⌋. Note that the function
is continuous on X(C). In fact, if we write D = l i=1 a i D i with a i ∈ R and effective Cartier divisors D i on X and denote a local defining equation for D i by f i , then we can see that near each point on X(C) the rational function φ · f
extends to a regular function. Let π : X ′ → X be a surjective birational morphism of normal projective arithmetic varieties. Then the natural homomorphism
is an isometry. We define Z-submodules of H 0 (X, D) by
In [17] , Moriwaki proved that the volume function vol : Div R (X; C 0 ) → R is continuous in the sense that
for any arithmetic R-divisors E 1 , . . . , E r and for any f ∈ C 0 (X).
Lemma 2.1. For any f ∈ C 0 (X), we have
Remark 2.2. The arithmetic divisor (0, 2f ) corresponds to the Hermitian line bun-
Proof. This follows, for example, from [22, Lemma 2.9].
We recall some positivity notions for the arithmetic R-divisors.
• (ample): Suppose that X Q is smooth. D ∈ Div R (X; C 0 ) is said to be ample if there exist arithmetic divisors of C ∞ -type, A 1 , . . . , A l ∈ Div(X; C ∞ ), such that (i) A i are ample, (ii) the curvature forms ω(A i ) are positive point-wise on X(C), and (iii) F 0+ (X, mA i ) = H 0 (X, mA i ) for all m ≫ 1, and positive real numbers a 1 , . . . , a l ∈ R >0 such that D = a 1 A 1 +· · ·+a l A l . We say that D ∈ Div R (X; C 0 ) is adequate if there exist an ample arithmetic R-divisor A and a non-negative continuous function f ∈ C 0 (X) such that
on Y for one (and hence, for any) resolution of singularities π : Y → X(C). We say that D is nef if D is relatively nef, g D is plurisubharmonic, and h D (x) 0 for every x ∈ X(Q). We denote the cone of all nef arithmetic K-divisors of T -type by Nef K (X; T ), and denote the K-subspace of Div K (X; T ) generated by
The elements of Div Nef K (X; T ) are usually referred to as integrable arithmetic K-divisors.
• (big): D ∈ Div K (X; T ) is said to be big if vol(D) > 0. We denote the cone of all big arithmetic K-divisors of T -type by Big K (X; T ). Since an open convex cone in a finite dimensional R-vector space R r is generated by its rational points [18, Theorem 6.3] , the following two conditions are equivalent: (1) D is big. (2) There exist big arithmetic divisors D 1 , . . . , D l and positive real num-
When X is generically smooth and normal, Moriwaki [17, §6.4 ] defined a map
which extends the usual arithmetic intersection product. In the following, we show that one can define this map when X is not necessarily generically smooth.
Lemma 2.3. Let π : X ′ → X be a birational morphism of generically smooth normal projective arithmetic varieties. Then
for any ε > 0.
Suppose that X is not generically smooth. Let π : X ′ → X be a normalized generic resolution of singularities, and let
We define the arithmetic intersection number of
where the right-hand-side does not depend on the choice of π by Lemma 2.3. By [17, Proposition 6.4.2] , the map
is symmetric and multilinear and hence is also continuous: that is,
for any r 0 , . . . , r d ∈ Z 0 and for any integrable arithmetic R-divisors E 10 , . . . , E r d d .
Lemma 2.4. Let X be a normal projective arithmetic variety. (We do not assume that X is generically smooth.)
Proof. (1) and (2) 
Lemma 2.5. Let X be a normal projective arithmetic variety. (We do not assume that X is generically smooth.) The arithmetic intersection product uniquely extends to a multilinear map
having the property that, if D 0 is pseudo-effective and
Remark 2.6. By the multilinearity, the above map is continuous in the sense that
for any arithmetic R-divisors E 1 , . . . , E r .
Proof. We can assume that X is generically smooth. First, we assume that D 1 , . . . , D d are nef. We take a sequence of continuous functions
is a Cauchy sequence. We set
which does not depend on the choice of (f n ) n 1 . In general, we extend the map to
×d → R by using the multilinearity. For the non-negativity, we choose the sequence (f n ) n 1 having the additional property that f n 0 for all n. Then, by definition and Lemma 2.4 (2), we have
The following is a version of the arithmetic Hodge index theorem (see [10, 11, 14, 22, 23] ). The case where H = H 1 = · · · = H d−1 was treated by Yuan [22] . Theorem 2.7. Let X be a normal projective arithmetic variety of dimension d + 1, and let H, H 1 , . . . , H d−1 be nef arithmetic R-divisors on X. Let D be an integrable arithmetic R-divisor on X.
Remark 2.8. There are many results in the literature on the equality conditions for Theorem 2.7 (1) (see [14, 15] Proof. This follows from Yuan-Zhang's version of the arithmetic Hodge index theorem [23] . We may assume that X is generically smooth. Let
, where K is an algebraic number field.
(1): First, we assume that
Div(X; C 0 ) and a 1 , . . . , a l ∈ R such that a 1 , . . . , a l are linearly independent over Q and
Next, we fix an ample arithmetic divisor A.
is rational for j = 1, 2, . . . . Set
As j → ∞, we have H (j)
i → H i and
Note that there exists a positive
This means that deg(
The following series of inequalities is a formal consequence of Theorem 2.7 (see [13, §1.6] for the original Khovanskii-Teissier inequalities in the context of algebraic geometry).
(2) For any k with 1 k d + 1 and for any i with 0 i k, we have
Remark 2.10. By Theorem 2.9 (1), we can see that the function i → log deg(
Proof. By adding a nef and big arithmetic R-divisor, we can assume that D, E, H 0 , . . . , H d are all nef and big, and every arithmetic intersection number appearing below is positive.
(1):
(2). This means that
(2): We prove the assertion by induction on k. If k = 2, then the assertion is nothing but (1) . In general, we may assume that 1 i k − 1. We have
(by the induction hypothesis) and
(by using (1) for the first inequality and the induction hypothesis for the second). By multiplying (2.2) by (2.3), we have
Note that the arithmetic intersection numbers we have considered are all assumed to be positive. (3): We prove the assertion by induction on k. If k = 2, then the assertion is nothing but (1) . In general, we have
by using (2) . (4): By (2), we have
Arithmetic positive intersection numbers
Let X be a normal projective arithmetic variety of dimension d + 1, and let D be a big arithmetic R-divisor on X. An approximation of D is a pair R := (ϕ : X ′ → X; M ) consisting of a blowing up ϕ : X ′ → X and a nef arithmetic R-divisor M of C 0 -type on X ′ such that X ′ is generically smooth and normal and 
Let n be an integer with 0 n d.
We can choose a blow-up π : X ′ → X in such a way that X ′ is generically smooth and normal and π factors as
which does not depend on the choice of π : X ′ → X by Lemma 2.3.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that X is generically smooth and let D ∈ Big R (X; C 0 ). Let D = M + F be any decomposition such that M is a nef arithmetic R-divisor and that F is a pseudo-effective arithmetic R-divisor. Let γ be a real number with 0 < γ < 1. Then there exists a decomposition
such that H is an ample arithmetic R-divisor such that H −γM is a pseudo-effective arithmetic R-divisor and that E is an effective arithmetic Q-divisor. In particular, the sets
Proof. Since γD = γM + γF and (1 − γ)D is big, we can find a decomposition
such that H is an ample arithmetic R-divisor, a 1 , . . . , a r , δ are positive real numbers, and E 1 , . . . E r are big and effective arithmetic divisors. Since H Q + γM Q is ample, we can approximate the metric of H + γM by smooth semipositive metrics ([2, Theorem 1] or [17, Theorem 4.6] ). Thus we can choose a non-negative continuous function f ∈ C 0 (X) such that f sup < δ and H +γM +(0, f ) is a nef arithmetic Rdivisor of C ∞ -type. Moreover, by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, we can find nonnegative continuous functions
∞ , there exists an ε > 0 such that
is ample for all ε 1 , . . . ε r ∈ R with |ε 1 | + · · · + |ε r | < ε. We can find b 1 , . . . , b r ∈ Q >0 such that |b 1 −a 1 |+· · ·+|b r −a r | < ε, and set
is an effective arithmetic Q-divisor, and
). Hence we conclude the proof.
We define an order on the set Θ(D) in such a way that
def ⇔ there exists a blow-up ϕ : X ′ → X such that ϕ factors as
is filtered with respect to the order (3.2).
What we would like to show is that there exists an admissible approximation R :
By using the same arguments as above, we may assume that Y 1 = Y 2 and ϕ 1 = ϕ 2 . Let m 1 be an integer such that F
) having supremum norm less than or equal to one. Consider the
, and set
be a blowing up such that Y is generically smooth and normal and that ψ −1 Proof. This is known as the Bloch-Gieseker covering trick, and [13, Proof of Theorem 4.1.10] mutatis mutandis applies to our case (see also [13, 
is trivial with local frame η i,ν , and
for x ∈ U ν , we have the first half of the assertion. The latter half follows from
/m are plurisubharmonic, so is
, ϕ
.
Let H be any ample arithmetic
and 
Claim 3.6. For every sufficiently large p 1 and for every k = 0, 1, . . . , p,
is generated by its global sections. In particular, Sym
) is generated by its global sections for every p ≫ 1.
is globally generated. Hence we conclude.
Since the diagram
is commutative, we can see that N ′ is nef.
Claim 3.7. For every sufficiently large p 1 and for every k = 0, 1, . . . , p, we have
is surjective, N ′ is nef and thus N = M + H is also nef.
where the supremum is taken over all admissible approximations
Remark 3.8.
(1) By Proposition 3.2, the map In particular, by using the multilinearity, we can extend it to a map
Then by Proposition 3.2, we have
(3) If D n is big and nef, then 
Proof. The inequalities
are trivial. Let ε > 0 be a sufficiently small positive real number and fix an approximation R i := (ϕ :
Let γ be a positive rational number such that 0 < γ < 1 and
By Proposition 3.1, we can find R
Thus by using Lemma 2.4 (3), we have
By (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6), we have
for all ε > 0. This completes the proof of the proposition.
Proposition 3.10.
(1) Let D 0 , . . . , D n , E 0 , . . . , E n be big arithmetic R-divisors, and let D n+1 , . . . , D d , E n+1 , . . . , E d be nef and big arithmetic R-divisors.
(2) The map
is continuous in the sense that lim εij , fj sup→0
for any r 0 , . . . , r n ∈ Z 0 , E 10 , . . . , E rnn ∈ Div R (X; C 0 ), and f 0 , . . . , f n ∈ C 0 (X).
. . , n, the assertion follows from Lemma 2.4 (3).
(2): We can assume that D n+1 , . . . , D d are all nef. Moreover, by using (1), we can assume that f 0 , . . . , f n are all zero functions. Suppose that ε ij are all sufficiently small. Then by (1) and the homogeneity (Remark 3.8 (1)), we can choose a sufficiently small γ with 0 < γ < 1 such that (
(2) Let D, E ∈ Big R (X; C 0 ). We have
is concave: that is, for any i with 1 i d, we have
In particular, we have
for i with 1 i d − 1, and
By the arithmetic Fujita approximation [6, 22] , there exists an admissible approxi-
By (3.7) and (3.8), we have D ·(d+1) + 2ε vol(D) for all ε > 0 as desired.
(2): Let R := (ϕ : X ′ → X; M ) ∈ Θ ad (D) and S := (ϕ : X ′ → X; N ) ∈ Θ ad (E). We have
On the other hand, by using Proposition 3.2, we can see that
: The first and the second inequalities follow from Theorem 2.9 (2) and (3), respectively. The last assertion follows from Proposition 3.10 (4).
(4): This follows from Theorem 2.9 (4).
Limit expression
In this section, we would like to give a limit expression for arithmetic positive intersection numbers (Proposition 4.4), which are closely related to the asymptotic intersection numbers of moving parts restricted to the strict transforms studied by Ein-Lazarsfeld-Mustaţă-Nakamaye-Popa [9, Definition 2.6]. We shall use Proposition 4.4 in a proof of Corollary 5.5 but these results do not affect the main part of this paper, namely the proof of Theorems A and B.
Suppose that X is generically smooth, and let D be a big arithmetic Q-divisor of C 0 -type. For an integer m 1 and for each function P : Z >0 → R such that, for any δ > 0, exp(−mδ) P (m) exp(mδ)
holds for every sufficiently large m 1 (for example, P is a positive polynomial function), we construct a suitable birational morphism µ m : X m → X and a decomposition µ * m (mD) = A P (mD) + B P (mD) into a sum of a "moving part" A P (mD) and a "fixed part" B P (mD). In Proposition 4.4, we shall show that an arithmetic positive intersection number can be written as a limit of arithmetic intersection numbers with respect to the moving parts.
Lemma 4.1. Let M be a complex projective manifold of dimension d, and let L be a C ∞ Hermitian holomorphic line bundle on M . Suppose that L is positive. Then, for any ε > 0, there exists a positive integer k ε 1 such that, for any k with k k ε and for any x ∈ M , there exists a section l
Proof. Let Φ M be the normalized volume form associated to c 1 (L) and consider the ) ) be a closed immersion associated to |kL| for k ≫ 1, and let O P k (1) be the hyperplane line bundle on P k . For each k, we fix an L 2 -orthonormal basis for H 0 (M, kL) with respect to · kL L 2 ,ΦM , and endow O P k (1) with the Fubini-Study metric induced from this basis. We set (kL) . Given any point x ∈ M , one can find a special unitary transform
To obtain the limit expression, we use the method of distortion functions developed by Yuan [21] and Moriwaki [17] . Fix a normalized volume form Φ X on X(C). For all m 1, we consider the L 2 -norms, · mD L 2 ,ΦX , with respect to Φ X on H 0 (X, mD) ⊗ Z C. Let r m := rk F 0 (X, mD) − 1 and choose an L 2 -orthonormal basis (e 0 , . . . , e rm ) for F 0 (X, mD) ⊗ Z C. The distortion function with respect to F 0 (X, mD) ⊗ Z C is defined as
for x ∈ X(C), which does not depend on the choice of the L 2 -orthonormal basis.
Lemma 4.2 ([17, Theorem 3.2.3]).
There exists a positive constant C > 0 having the following two properties:
C(p + q + 1) 3d for all x ∈ X(C) and p, q 1.
, and let µ m : X m → X be a blowing up such that X m is generically smooth and normal and µ 
) is also surjective and we have an injective homomorphism (1) We can endow O Xm (B(mD)) with a Hermitian metric defined by
Div(X; C ∞ ) and the curvature form ω(A P (mD)) is semipositive.
(2) Let C be as in Lemma 4.2. For any γ, γ ′ 0 with
we have
Proof. 
we have the first half of (1).
For each point x 0 ∈ X m (C), we find indices α, ι with x 0 ∈ U α and f α,ι (x 0 ) = 0. Then
is a C ∞ -function on U α . By reindexing, we may assume ι = 0. Let h α,i := f α,i /f α,0 near x 0 ∈ U α . Then
is semipositive point-wise near x 0 ∈ U α since the Hermitian matrix
is positive-definite with eigenvalues 1/(
is effective. Thus, it suffices to show that the homomorphism
is surjective. Given s ∈ F 0 (X, mD), we write s = x 0 e 0 +· · ·+x rm e rm , x 0 , . . . , x rm ∈ C. Since by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality mD) ) is surjective and
is commutative, we conclude the proof.
Let D ∈ Big Q (X; C 0 ), m 1 an integer such that mD ∈ Big(X; C 0 ), and P (m) a non-zero positive function such that P (m) > 0 for all m 1 and, given any δ > 0, we have exp(−mδ) P (m) exp(mδ)
for all m ≫ 1.
Proposition 4.4. Suppose that X is generically smooth and that D ∈ Big Q (X; C 0 ). 
where the limit is taken over all m 1 with mD ∈ Big(X; C 0 ).
Proof. Let C > 0 be as in Lemma 4.2. We may concentrate on the case P (m) := C(m + 1) 3d since the general case easily follows from this case. We set A m := A P (mD) and B m := B P (mD) for simplicity. By the multilinearity in the variables D n+1 , . . . , D d , we may assume without loss of generality that D n+1 , . . . , D d are all nef and big. Set S := {m 1 | mD ∈ Big(X; C 0 )}, and
Note that S is naturally a sub-semigroup of N. For p, q ∈ S, let µ p,q : X p,q → X be a blowing up such that X p,q is generically smooth and normal and µ p,q factors as 
Let m δ 1 be a positive integer such that exp(−mδ) · C(m + 1) 0, δ) ) for all m m δ and we have
By Proposition 3.9, we can fix admissible approximations R := (ϕ :
Note that, since D ∈ Big Q (X; C 0 ) and
, M is automatically an ample arithmetic Q-divisor. Let γ > 0 be a sufficiently small real number such that M − (0, γ) is still ample and
Fix a sufficiently divisible positive integer m ∈ S having the properties that
is an effective continuous Hermitian line bundle, and
Fix a non-zero section s ∈ H 0 (X ′ , mF ) having supremum norm less than or equal to one. Let π : X ′′ → X be a blowing up such that X ′′ is generically smooth and normal and that π factors as
Proof. Given any closed point x ∈ X ′′ (C), we can choose a non-zero section l ∈
Then,
Thus, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
By combining (4.8), (4.9), and (4.10), we have
for every x ∈ X ′′ (C).
By (4.6), (4.7), Claim 4.5, and Lemma 2.4 (3), we have
for all sufficiently divisible m ≫ 1.
Differentiability of the arithmetic volumes
Let X be a normal projective arithmetic variety, and let D and E be two arithmetic R-divisors on X. In this section, we show that the function R ∋ t → vol(D + tE) ∈ R is differentiable provided that D is big. By the arithmetic Siu inequality [21, Theorem 1.2] and the continuity of the arithmetic volume function, we have
if both D and E are nef.
Proposition 5.1. Let D and E be two arithmetic R-divisors on X and suppose that D is nef.
(1) Suppose that there exists a nef and big arithmetic R-divisor A such that A ± E is nef and A − D is pseudo-effective. Set
Suppose that E is pseudo-effective and that there exists a nef and big arithmetic R-divisor A such that A + (D + E) is nef and Proof.
(1): If t = 0, then the assertion is trivial. For t ∈ R \ {0}, we write sgn(t) := t/|t| and set B := A − sgn(t)E. Since D, A, and B are all nef, we have
by (5.1). Moreover, since A − D and 2A − B = A + sgn(t)E are pseudo-effective, we have
By (5.2), (5.3), and |t|(A − B) = tE, we have
where
(2): The proof is almost the same as the above. Set B := A + D + E. Since D, A, and B are all nef, we have
by using (5.1). Since A − D and 2A − B = A − D − E are pseudo-effective, we have
Hence, by (5.4), (5.5), we have
is differentiable, and
Proof. First, we suppose that E is integrable, and fix a nef and big arithmetic Rdivisor A such that A ± E is nef and A − D is pseudo-effective (see Remark 5.2).
Then by Proposition 5.1 (1), for any t ∈ R with |t| 1 and for any (ϕ; M ) ∈ Θ(D),
and, for any t ∈ R with |t| 1 and for any (
Since D + tE is big for all t with |t| sufficiently small, we have
for all t with |t| ≪ 1 by using Proposition 3.11 (1) . Thus, by Proposition 3.10 (2), we conclude the proof in this case. Next in general, we can assume that X is generically smooth. By the StoneWeierstrass theorem, we can find a sequence of continuous functions (f n ) n 1 such that E + (0, 2f n ) is C ∞ and f n sup → 0 as n → ∞. Since
for all t ∈ R \ {0} and n 1, the function R ∋ t → vol(D + tE) ∈ R is differentiable at t = 0 and
by Proposition 3.10 (3).
Proof. This is clear since vol((1 + t)D) = (1 + t) d+1 vol(D). 
and lim
Proof. What we have to show is
for every E on X. This is true when E is integrable (see Proposition 4.4) and, in general, we can approximate E by arithmetic R-divisors of C ∞ -type.
In the rest of this section, we would like to apply Theorem 5.3 to the problem of the equidistribution of rational points on X (see [21, 1, 6] ). For D ∈ Big R (X; C 0 ), we set
A sequence (x n ) n 1 of rational points on X is called generic if for any closed subscheme Y ⊆ X, x n / ∈ Y (Q) holds for every n ≫ 1.
where a i > 0 and D i is a big arithmetic divisor.
(1) Suppose that D i are effective, and let x ∈ X(Q) be a rational point such that x / ∈ Supp(D i ) for all i. Then we have h D (x) 0. (2) Let (x n ) n 1 be a generic sequence of rational points on X. Then
Proof. (1): Let C x be the arithmetic curve corresponding to x. Since x / ∈ Supp(D i ) for all i, we have
On the other hand, for any λ ∈ R with vol(D − (0, 2λ)) = 0, we have
by Lemma 2.1. Hence, by (5.8) and (5.9), we have
Corollary 5.7.
(1) For D ∈ Big R (X; C 0 ) and for f ∈ C 0 (X), we have
(2) Let (x n ) n 1 be a generic sequence of rational points on X, and let D be a big arithmetic
Proof.
(1) follows from Theorem 5.3. (2): Note that
for all t with |t| ≪ 1 (Lemma 5.6). Since
Thus the sequence h (0,2f ) (x n ) n 1 converges and we conclude the proof.
Remark 5.8. We can see from the proof of Corollary 5.7 that the function
is differentiable at t = 0 with the same derivative as in Corollary 5.7 (2).
A criterion for the pseudo-effectivity
The goal of this section is to give a numerical characterization of the pseudoeffectivity of arithmetic R-divisors (Theorem 6.4). Our arguments are based on Boucksom-Demailly-Paun-Peternell [4] and uses the generalized Dirichlet unit theorem of Moriwaki [15] . Let X be a normal projective arithmetic variety of dimension d + 1, and let D be a big arithmetic R-divisor on X. To begin with, we give an explicit estimate for the asymptotic orthogonality of admissible approximations under the assumption that D is integrable. Proposition 6.1. Suppose that D is integrable and fix a nef and big arithmetic R-divisor A such that A ± D is nef and big. Then
for any birational morphism of normal projective arithmetic varieties ϕ : X ′ → X, and for any decomposition ϕ * D = M + F such that M is a nef arithmetic R-divisor on X ′ and F is a pseudo-effective arithmetic R-divisor on X ′ .
Proof. Applying Proposition 5.1 (2) to M + tF , we have
vol(A) .
Recall that we can uniquely extend the arithmetic intersection product to a continuous multilinear map
(Lemma 2.5).
Lemma 6.2.
(1) Let D ∈ Div R (X; C 0 ), and let H 1 , . . . , H d be ample arith- 
The equality holds if and only if
we have a 1 = · · · = a l = 0 and g D ≡ 0.
: Let H be an ample arithmetic divisor on X. By the linearity in the last variable, deg(H ·d · (φ)) = 0 holds. Thus (2) follows from (1).
Theorem 6.4. Let X be a normal projective arithmetic variety, and let D be an arithmetic R-divisor on X. (We do not assume that D is integrable.) (1) The following are equivalent.
(i) D is pseudo-effective.
(ii) For any normalized blow-up ϕ : X ′ → X and for any nef arithmetic R-divisor H on X ′ , we have
(iii) For any blowing up ϕ : X ′ → X such that X ′ is generically smooth and normal and for any ample arithmetic Q-divisor H on X ′ , we have
(2) Suppose that D is pseudo-effective. The following are equivalent.
There exist a blowing up ϕ : X ′ → X such that X ′ is generically smooth and normal and an ample arithmetic R-divisor
Note that D ′ is pseudo-effective, integrable, and vol(D ′ ) = 0. Thus D ′ + εA is big and integrable for every ε with 0 < ε < 1. By applying the arithmetic Fujita approximation to D ′ + εA, one can find a blow-up ϕ : X ′ → X such that X ′ is generically smooth and normal and a decomposition
is nef and big, we can apply Proposition 6.1 to the decomposition (6.2) and obtain
Moreover, by Theorem 2.9 (2), we have
Hence, by (6.1), (6.3), (6.4), and (6.5), we have
This leads us to a contradiction since the right-hand-side tends to zero as ε → 0. Next, we consider the general case. We assume that X is generically smooth and choose a sequence of non-negative continuous functions (f n ) n 1 such that D+(0, f n ) is C ∞ and f n sup → 0 as n → ∞. Since
for any blow-up ϕ : Y → X such that Y is generically smooth and normal and for any ample arithmetic Q-divisor H on Y , D + (0, f n ) is pseudo-effective for every n. Thus, for every big arithmetic R-divisor B on X, we have
This implies that D is pseudo-effective. (2): Since (i) ⇒ (ii) is obvious, we are going to show (ii) ⇒ (i). First we show that for any arithmetic R-divisors of
Suppose that H 1 , . . . , H d are all ample. One can find an α ≫ 0 such that αH − H i is nef and big for every i. Since
Since each D i can be written as a difference of two ample arithmetic R-divisors, we have (6.6). Hence, in particular,
Therefore, ϕ * D Q is numerically trivial on X ′ Q and one can apply the generalized Dirichlet theorem of Moriwaki [15] 
Thus by Lemma 6.2 (1), we have ϕ * D = (φ). This descends to X since X is normal.
Concavity of the arithmetic volumes
In this section, we obtain an arithmetic version of the Discant inequality (Theorem 7.1) and prove that the arithmetic volume function is strictly concave over the cone of nef and big arithmetic R-divisors (Theorem 7.4). As applications, we give some numerical characterizations of the Zariski decompositions (Corollary 7.6 and Proposition 7.7).
Theorem 7.1 (An arithmetic Discant inequality). Let X be a normal projective arithmetic variety of dimension d + 1, and let D and P be two big arithmetic Rdivisors on X. If P is nef, then we have
Proof. Since vol(D − tP ) > 0 for t < s and vol(D − sP ) = 0, we have
by Theorem 5.3. On the other hand,
for all t < s by Proposition 3.11 (4) . By (7.1) and (7.2), we have
as desired.
Remark 7.2. Let D and E be two big arithmetic R-divisors on X. By the same arguments as above, we can prove (1) Let D, P be big arithmetic R-divisors. If P is nef, then
vol(P ) by (1) and (7.3). (1) ⇒ (2) follows from Proposition 3.11 (2), (3). We prove (3) ⇒ (2) by induction on i. The case where i = d is nothing but (3). Suppose that the assertion holds for i. Since Let ϕ : X ′ → X be a blow-up such that X ′ is generically smooth and normal, and let H be an ample arithmetic divisor on X ′ . Since both ϕ * D − sϕ * E and sϕ * E − ϕ * D are pseudo-effective, we have
Thus, by Theorem 6.4 (2), there exists a φ ∈ Rat(X) × ⊗ Z R such that D − sE = (φ).
In Corollaries 7.5 and 7.6, we generalize Moriwaki's results [16, Corollary 4.2.2] for arithmetic surfaces to arithmetic varieties of arbitrary dimension.
Corollary 7.5. Let P and Q be two nef and big arithmetic R-divisors. Suppose that vol(P ) = vol(Q).
(1) If Q − P is pseudo-effective, then there exists a φ ∈ Rat(X) × ⊗ Z R such that Q − P = (φ). Thus by Theorem 7.4, there exists a φ ∈ Rat(X) × ⊗ Z R such that Q − P = (φ). Let X be a normal and generically smooth projective arithmetic variety, and let D be a big arithmetic R-divisor on X. A Zariski decomposition of D is a decomposition D = P + N such that (1) P is a nef arithmetic R-divisor, (2) N is an effective arithmetic R-divisor, and (3) vol(P ) = vol(D) (see also [16, §4] ). for all x ∈ X Q by [16, Theorem 4.1.1], we have mult x (φ) = 0 for all x ∈ X Q . Thus (φ) = 0.
Lastly, we relate the Zariski decomposition of D in the above sense with arithmetic positive intersection numbers. Proposition 7.7. Let D be a big arithmetic R-divisor, and let D = P + N be a decomposition such that P is nef and N is effective. The following two conditions are equivalent.
(1) D = P + N is a Zariski decomposition of D in the above sense: that is, vol(P ) = vol(D). 
We set D ′ := P + N ′ . Since P D ′ D, we have vol(D ′ ) = vol(P ). Next, we choose (ϕ; M ) ∈ Θ ad (D ′ ) such that and (ϕ; ϕ * P ) (ψ; Q). Since ψ * P Q and vol(P ) = vol(Q) = vol(D ′ ), we have ψ * P = Q by Corollary 7.5. Thus, by Lemma 2.4 (3), we have
By (7.4), (7.5) , and (7.6), we have
for every ε > 0. Hence we conclude the proof.
